
Reflective understanding.

Like the acts of direct and introsoective
understand.,ng, the act of reflective understanding is an
insight. As they meet euestions for intelligence, it meets
questions foe reflection. As they lend to definitions and
formulations, it leads to judgments. As they grasp unity,
or system, or ideal frequency, it grasps the sufficiency of the
evidence for a prospective judg lent.

hen Archimedes shorted his Eureka, he was
aware of a significant addition to his knowledge but it is
nut likely thl , t he wo-ld have been able to formulate explicitly
just ehet a direct insight is. Similnrly, we perform acts
of reflective unde-stendine, we know that we h9ve• gasped
the sufficiency of the evidence for a judgment on which we
have been deliberating, but wi.hout prolonged efforts at
introspective analysis we could not say just what occurs
in the reflective insieht. what we know is that to pronounce
judgment without that reflective -rasp is re rely to guess;
again, what we know is that, once that grasp has occurred,
then to refuse to judge is just silly.

Accordingly, the present section will be
an effort to determine wl-eit Precisely is meant by the suffi-
ciency of the evidence for a prospective j'edeeeerat. There
is presupposed a question for reflection, Is it so? There
follows a judgment, It is so. Between the two there is
a marshalling and weighing of evidence. Bet wh-t are the
scales on which evidence is woiehed? What does it have to
welEh, if one is to pronounce a "Yes" or n "NoN7?

Unfortunately, the more complex ludements
become, the nnee complex in the annlysis ofthe re:rounding
act of reflective understanding. The whole answer cannot
be given at once and eartiel answers are incomplete. Hence
we shall begin from a very eeneral statement and then illustrate
its meaning from the form of deductive inference. Next,
we shall turn to the concrete judenents of every day life,
and conoider in turn concrete judeements of fact, judgmert s
on the correctne's of insights into concrete situations,
and finally the occurrence of annlouies and ceneralizetions.
In the th:rd place there "ill be considered the judgments
of empirical science, the radical differem e of such judgizents
from those of ordinary living, the nature of scientific
genernlieation and verification, and what is meant by the
probability of scientific opinions. Fourthly, analytic
Propositions and Principles are distinguished and their
criteria investigated. Fifthly, the nature of mathematical
judgments is considered. Finally, we may add that philosophic
judgments are not troted in this section, for they can be
examined satisfactorily only after further elements in the
pi'oblem have been set forth.
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Reflective Understanding

1. The General Form of Reflective Inni It.

To grnsr evidence ns sufficient for a prospective
judrment is to grasp the 1-roppective juderent as virtually
unconditioned.

Distirruish, then, between the formally and
the virtually unconditioled. The formally unconditioned has
no cond.Luions whatever. The viltunlly unconditioned has
conditions indeed but they are fulfilled.

Accordinely, a virtually unconditioned involves
three elements, nnmely, 1) a conditioned, 2) a link between
the conthti , ned and its conditions, and 3) the fulfilment of
the conditions. Hence a prospective judn.mant will be a
virtually unconditioned if 1) it in the conditioned, 2) its
conditions are known, and 3) the conditions are fulfilled.
By the me-::e fact that a question for reflection has been
put, the prospective judgment is a conditioned; it stands in
need of evidence sufficient for reasonable pronouncement.
The function of reflective undersLandLnr is to meet the
Question for reflection by transforming the prospective judgment
from the staus of a conditioned to the status of a virtually
unconditioned; and reflective understanding effects this
transformation by grasping t' e conditions of the conditioned
and their fulfilment.

Such is the general scheme and we proceed to
illustrate it from tl , e form of deductive inference. Where
A and B each stand for one or more propositions, the deductive
form is:

If A, then B.
Buu A.
Therefore B.

For instance,

If X is material and alive, X is mortal.
But men are material and alive.
Therefore, men are mortal.

Now the conclusion is a conditioned, for sn arrument is needed
to support it. The major premise links this conditioned to
its conditions, for it affirms, If A, then B. The minor premise
presents the fulfilment of the conditions, for it affirms
the antecedent, A. The function, then, of the form of
deductive inference is to exhibit a conclusion as a virtually
unconditioned. Reflecti ,-e insight grasps the pattern, and
by rational compulsion there follows uhe judgment.

However, deductive inference cannot be the
basic case of judgmant, for it rYosupneses other judgments
to be true. For uhat reason we hnve said that the form of
deductive inference is merely a clear illustration of what
is meant by grasping a prospective judgment as virtually
unconditioned. Far more 7eneral than the form of deductive
inference is the form of reflective insinht itself.
If there is to be a deduction, the link between the conditioned
and its conditions must be a judgment, Pnc the fulfilment of
the conditions must be a further judgment. But judrments
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are the final products of cognitional process. Before the link
between conditioned and conditions appears in the act of judnent,
it existed in a more rudimentary state rithin cognitional
process itself./ Before the fulfilment of conditions apears
in another act of judgment, it too was present in a more
rudimentary state within cognitional process. The remarkable
fact about reflective insiellt is that it con make use of those
more rudimentary /antes in cognitional process to reach the
virtually unconditioned. Let us nor see how this is done
in various cases.

2.	 Concrete ticigrents of Feet.

Suppose e man to return from work to his tidy
home to end oo find the windows smashed, smoke in the air, and
water on he floov. Sun ose him to make the extrer -ely xe strained
judgment of fact, SonetLng happened. The -Tiestim is, not
whether he was rioht, but how he renched his affirmation.

The conditioned will be the jorl' ,rent that
something 44294 happened.

The fulfilling conditions will be two sets of
data: the remembered data of his home as he left it in the
morning; the present data of his home as he finds it in the
°wining. Observe that the fulfilling aDn'iti ns are found
on the level of presentations. They nre not WittevAVjud7nents
as is the minor premise of syllorism. They involve no
questions for intelligence nor insights to r concepts. They
lie simply on the level of past and present experience, of the
occurrence of acts of seeing and smelling.

The link between t ,le conditioned and the fulfilling
conditions is a structure immanent and operative within cognitional
process. It is not a judgment. It is not a formulated set
of concepts, such as n definition. It is simply a way of
doing; tholp.,s, a procedure within the cognitional field.
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The general form of all such structures and procedures has
already been o u tlined in terms oftthe three levels of pre-
sentatiuns, intelligence, and reflection. Specializations
of the general form may be exemplified by the classic a1 and
statistical phases of empirical methodmd by the notion of
the thing, and by the differences between description and
explanation. However, such accounts of t' .e general form and
its specializations pertnin to introspective analysis. Prior
to such and invastigntion and formulntiun, the strictures and
procedures exist and operate; nor, in general, do they operate
any better because uhe analysis hen been effected.

Now, in the particular instnnce under condideration,
our man not only experiences present data and recalls different
data but by direct insitht he refers both sets of data to the
same set of things which he calls his hone. The direct insight,
however, fulfils a doable function. Not merely are two fields
of individual data referred to one identical set of things
but a second lavel of cognitional process is added to a first.
The two together contain a srecific stractrre of that process,
which we may name the notion of knowing change. Just as knowing
a thing consists in grasping an intelliribile unity-identity-whole
in individual data, so knowing chnnge consists in grasping
the same identity or idenuiLies at different tines in different
individual data. If the sane thing exhibits different individual
data at different times, it has changed. If there occurs a
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	 change, something has happened. But these are statements. If
they are affirmed, they are judgments. But prior to being

51 	either statements or judgments, they we/unanalysed structures
or procedures immanen. and operative within coanitional process.
It is such a structure that links the conditioned with the
fulfilling conditions in the concrete judgment of fact.

The three elements have been assembled. on the
level of presentntiens there are two sets of data. On the
level of intelligence t here is an insirht referring both sets
to the same things. Vflaen both lev.ls are Wren together, there
is involved the notion of knowing; chnnae. Reflective understanding
grasps all three as a virtually unconditioned to ground the
jud7men., Something happened.

While our illustrative instance was as simple
as it could be, still it provides the model for the analysis of
more complex instances of the concrete juduent of fact. The
fulfilling conditions may be any combination of data from the
memories of a long life, and their acouisition may hive involved
exceptional powers of observation. The cognitional structure
may suppose the cumulative development of understanding exemplified
by the man of experience, the specialist, the exert. Both
complex data and a complex st ucture may combine to yield a
virtually unconditioned that introspective analysis could hardly
hope to reproduce accurately and convincingly. But the
general nature of the concrete judgment of fact would remain
the same as in the simple case we considered.

however, the reader probably is asking; how we
know whethr the insichts that constitute the pivot of such
structures are themselves correct. Po .this point we have now
to turn.

o
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3.	 Insights into Concrete Situations. 

Direct and introspective insiehts arise in
response to an inquiring attiuude. There are data to be
understood; taquiry seeks un ersennding: and the insight
arises as the relevant understanding. But a mere bright idea
is one theng, and a co ' -' rect ideax is another. how do we
distinguish between the two?

The que'tion is asked, not in its full generality,
but with respect to concrete situations th-t diverae from our
expectations and by that divergence set us a problem. Thus,
to retain our former illustration, the man on returning home
might have said, There has been a fire. Since any fire there
might have been was extinguished, that judanent would sunrose
an insight that put two and two tor-ether. Our question is
on what grounds such an insight could be rronounced correct.

' 	 ' •	 ;;	 •	 n -:

First, then, observe that insights not only
arise in answer to , uestions but also are followed by further
questions. Observe, Ati'vtriMM moreover, thet such further questions
are of two kinds. They may stick to the Initial issue, oiithey
may go on to raise distinct issues. Mint started the fire?
Where is my wife? Observe, thirdly, that the transition to
distinct issues may result from very different reasons; it may
be because different interests supervene to draw attention
elsewhere; but it also may be because the initial issue is
exhausted, because shout it there are no furthse ouestions to
be asked.

Let us now distin-nish between vulnTs able and
invulnerable insights. Insiehts are vulnerable when there are
further questions to be asked on the same issue. For the further
questions lead to further insi-hts that certainly complement
the initial insight, that to a greater or loss extent modify
its ex - ression and implications, that nerhnps lead to an
entirely new slant on the issue. But when there are no further
questions, the insight is invulnerable. For it is only through
further questions that there arise the further insights that
complement, modify, or revise the initial araroech and explanation.

how this reveals a law immanent and operative
in cognitional process. Prior to o.or conceptual distinction
between correct and mist-ken insights, there is an operational
distinction between invulnerable and vulne?hble insights. when
an insight meets the issue squarely, when it hits the bull's eye,
when it setiles the matter, there are no further ouestions to
be asked and so there are no furter insiehts to challenge the
initial position. But when the issue is rn t met squarely,
there are furtl .er euestions that/reveal the unsatisfactoriness
of the insight and/evoke the f a'ither insights that put a new
light on the matter.

Such, then, is the basic element in our solution.
The link between conditioned and its conditions is a law immanent
and operative in cognitional process. The conditioned is the
prospective judgment, This or thet direct or introspective insight
is correct. The immanent law of coenitional process may be

would./J



Reflective Judgment

formulated from our analysis. Such an insight is correct, if
there are no further, oertinent questions.

At once it follows that the conditions for the
prospective judgment are fulfilled when t'here are no further,
pertinent questions.

Note that it is not enough to say that the
conditions are fulfilled when no further ouestions occur to
me. They MOTO absence of further questioms in my mind can •
hove other causes. My intellectual curiosity may be stifled
by other interests. My eagerness to satisfy other drives may
refuse the further ques,:ions a chance to emerge. To pass
judgment in that case is to be rash, to leap before one looks.

As these is rash judsTent, so also there is
mere indecision. As the mere absence of further questions in
my mind is not enough, to so it is too much to demand that the
very possibility of further questions has to be eclodod. If
in fact there are no further qnentions, then in fact the insight
is invulnerable; if in fact the insight is invulnerable, then
in fact the judgment approving it will be correct.

But how is one to strike 	 happy balance
between rashness and indecision? How is one to know .when it
is reached? Were there some -e-eme simple formula or recipe in
answer to such questions, then men ofv1414 good judement could
be produced at will and indefinitely. All we can attempt is
an analysis of the main factors in the nroblem and an outline
of the general nature of their solution.

In the first place, then, one has to give the
further questions a chance to arise.	 he seed of intellectual
curiosity has to grow into a ruosed tree to hold its own against
the desires and fears, conations ond appetites, drins s and
interests, that inhabit the heart of man. moreover, every
insight has its retinue of presuppositions, implications, and
anplications. One has to tokerthe stews needed for that retinue
to come to light. The presuppositions and implications of a
given insight have to knit coherently with the presuppositions
and implications of other insights. Its possibilities of concrete
application have to enter into the field of operations and
undergo the test of success or failure. I do not mean, of
course, that concrete living is to porsse this logical and
operational expansion in the explicit, delibe-ate, and elaborate
manner of the scientific investigator. But I do mean that
something equivalent is to be sought by intellectual alertness,
by taking one's time, by talking things over, by putting viewpoints
to the test of action.

In the second place, the r'rior issue is to be
noted. Behind the theory of correct insights, there is a
theory of correct problems. It wfls to dodrra this prior issue
that we supposed a concrete si,uation that diverges from our
expectations and by that divergence defines a problem. In
other words, there has been postulated an inquirer that under-
stands the background of the situation and so knows what is to
be expected; there also has been postulated a problem that
axAts exists, that is accurately defined by the divergexce of
the situation from correct expectations, that in turn provides
a definition of the pertinence of any further ouestions.

Now this amounts to saying that good judgment
about any insight has to rest on the nrevlous acquisition of
a large number of other, connected, and correct insights. '
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But before attempting to break this vicious circle, let us assure
ourselves of the fact of its existence. Ohildren ask endless
questions; we have noVdoubt about their intellectual curiosity;
but so far from crediting them with good judoment, we do not
suppose them to reach the are of mason before their seventh
year. Young men and women hive the alertness of mind that
justifies their crowding into schools and universities, hit the
law doubts the soundness of their judgment and regards them
as minors, while Aristotle denied they had enough experience to
Jos study ethics with profit. Nor is there merely the initial
difficulty of acquisition but, at3 well, there is the subsequent
necessity of keeping in touch. The man that returns to a
field of commerce or industry, to a profession or a milieu,
in which once he was completely at home, may try to carry on
from where he left off. But unless he learns to be more wary
from mistakes and **minor ineptitudes, he is merely inviting
blunders and disaster. Good judgment about concrete insiehts
presupposes the prior acquisition of mtleer an oroanized set
of complementaieT insights.

In the third place, then, there is the nrocess
of learning. rt is the gradoal acquisition andm accumulation
of insights bearing on a einele domain. During that process
one's own juthement is in abeyance. it is being developed and
formed but it has not yet reached the maturity needed for its
indenendent ee:ercise. For the gradual acquisition and accumulation
of insights is not merely a matter of of advancing in direct or
introspective naderstflnding. At the same time intellectual
curiosity is noserting itself aeainst other desires. At the
same time further questions are being asked persistently.
At the same Ame the logical retinues of oresuppoeitions and
implications of each matIWU insight are beleg expanded either
to conflict and provoke further qoestions or else to mesh into
coherence. At the same time operational possibilities are
envisaged to be tested in thought experiments, to be contrasted
with actual practice, to be tested in ventures that gradually
increase in moment and scope to enlihten us by failures and
to generate confidence thro-oh success.

It is the nrocees of learning that breaks the
vicious circle. Judgment on the correctne's of insights supposes
the prior ace iisltion ofm a large number of correct insights.
But the prior insights are not correct because we judge them to
be correct. Whey occur within a self-correcting process in
which the short-coaines of each insight nrovoke further questions
to yield complementary insights. Moreover, this self-correcting
process tends to a limit, de become familiar with concrete
situati,ns; we know what to exnect; when the unexpected occurs,
we can spot just what happened and why and what can be done
to favor or to prevent such/recurrence; or, if the unexpected
is quite novel, we know enough to recommence the process of.
learning and me can recognize when, once more, that self.
correcting process reaches its limit in familiarity; with the
concrete situation and in easy mastery of in.
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In the fourth place, rashness and indecision
comaionly have a basis in temperament. Apart from soca,knal
occasioael outbursts, that we view as out of character, the

is/	 rash man nearly always/quite sure and 	 indecisive man/is
regularly/	 unable to make up his mind. In such cases it is not enough

to point out that learning is a self-cor -sectina nrcess that
tends to a limit or that, while the limit is not marked •dth
a label, still its attainment is revealed by a habitual ability
to know jusu what is up. For unless a special effort is made
to cope with temperament itself, the rash man continues to
presume too quickly that he has nothing more to learn, and the
indecisive man continues to suspect that deeper deaths of
shadowy possibilities tlareaten to invalidate what he knows
quite well.

Finally, re note that we leave to another
occasion a dilcussion of the philosorhic opinions that no one
ever can be certain. Our immediate purpose is to explain the
facts. human judgments and refusals to judee oscallate about
a central mean. If the rrecise locus of that divide can hardly
be defined, at least there are many points on which even the
rash would not venture co pronounce and many others on which
even the indecisive would not doubt. What, then, is the
general form of such certitude of iellorance and such certitude
of knowledge'?

Our answer is in terms of the virtually
unconditioned. There occurs a reflective insight in which
at once one gras - s 1) a conditi ned, tle prospective judgment,
that a given direct or introspective insight is correct,
2) a link between the conditioned and its conditions, and
this on introspective analysis proves to be that an insight
is correct if it is invulnerable and it is invulnerable if
there are no further, pertinent ouestions, and 3) the fulfilment
of the conditions, naasely, that the given insight does nut
an end to further, pertinent questioning and that this occurs
in a mind that is alert, familiar with the concrete situation,
and intellectually master of it.

4.	 Concrete Analogies and Generalizations.

Two brief corollaries have to be drawn.
An argument from analo-y assumes that some

concrete situation, A, is correctly understood. It argues
that some other similar situation, B, is to be understood
in the same fashion.

A generalization makes the same assumption
to argue that any other similar situation, X, is to be under-
stood in the same fashion.

in both cases what is at work is the law,
immanent and operative in cognitional nrocess, that similars
are similarly understood. Unless t ,e e is a significant
difference in the data, the e cannot be a difference in
understanding the data. This point has already been made
in discussing the Heuristic Procedure of the classical phase
of empirical method. Clearly enough, it holds not metely
for regularities, rules, laws, correlations but also for
ideal frequencies and for thin-s. A second look does not
necessarily mean one is looking at a second thing. A second
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actual frequency does not necessarily mean tine, one will establish
a second ideal frequency. For there to be a second thing or a
second ideal frequency an appropriate difference in the data has
to be sup•osed.

In the simplest possible manner, then, our analysis
resolves the so-called problem of induction. It malos the
transiuion from one particular case to nnot' ,er or from a particular
case to the general case an almost automatic procedure of intelli-
eence. de appeal to analogies and we ronerslize bacansewe
cannot help understanding similers similarly. This solution,
be it noted, squares with the broad fact that there is no problem
of teaching men to eenerall ,e.

•	 There is a problem of teaching
them to frame their generalizations accurately; indeed, the whole
noint or the analoey in th-t it absolves one from thee concontual
task and the complexities it involves. There is, above all,
a problem of prevenGing men from eeneralizine on insufficient
grounds, and very easily such grounds are merely putative.

For if o"r view makos eenernlization nn easy
matter, it also clips the geeernlizerss wings. There must be
a correct insieht with resect to the basic situation. Before
similars can be similarly enderstood, there is needed an act
of understanding; and if that act is mistaken in the first
instance, iu eill be equally miataken in the second. But, as
we have seen, to know one's insirhts are correct presupposes
a process of learning and the athainment of famili-rity and
mastery. eurther, the analoeous or the general situation must
be similar. if the , e is any sienificant dessimilarity, then
further, pertinent euesbions arise to cemnlement, to modify,
perhaps to revise the basic insight. Finally, and this is the
real catch, what differences are significant? My familiarity
and mastery of the initial situation enables me to tell whether
further questions there are pertinent. Another's familiarity
and mnstery of the nnaloeo - s situation would enable him to toll
whether further questions are nertirent in that situation.
But, unless the two situetiens are similar in ximmst all respects,
my familiarity with one does net enable me to tell whether or
npt farther questions nrise when my ineieht is transferred to'
the other.

To conclude, analogy and eeneralieation are
esseetially valid procedures. But when their basis is an
insight into a coecrete situation, the cenditiens of their

proper use can become so stringent as to render them almost
useless. it is this fact that erounds the susnicien with
which men greet arguments from analogy and generalizations.
But, at the same time, there is a compensating factor that
arises from human collaboration in the process of learning.
To this we have now to turn our attention.

0
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5.	 Common Sense.

Common sense is the vague name Given to th3
unkn,:wn source of a lnrre and flontin7 population of elementary
jud-ments which everyone ma!-es, overnono relies on, and e3most

Itiowu	 everyone reenrds as obvioos nnd indisrotahle. Three points,
I think, c-11 for our at' ention: 1) the Bettie source of these
jud7ments, 2) their proper ehject or field, and 3) their
relation to emoiri J. scion p i

	

) The	 -77;ce of common-sense 5udements
i4fIVA-4,0 liesintheilTocodicorcrete ludrelents of fact, judgments

dn the correctness of insirhts into concrete sites ions, end
concrete anelorjes end - ,,nerali7ntions. The Asource
is more complex. One h-s to envisere these procedores carried
out, not by isolated individuals, brt by members of families,
of tribes, of nations, over the fnce of the errth for gen3ration
after genera.ion. One has to tel:e into account the diffusion
of judgments by communication nnd their transmission by tradition.
Finally, one hes to note that there resolts not mebely an
enlarcement but also a unific-tion nnd trrrsformation of the
self-corrocting rrocess of learning.

4.01,,..11+.11.10(,ksides the lonrd vny ofifirdine thinrs out for
oneself, there is the comparetively easy wny of lenrning from
others. Archimedes hnd to rnck his brnins to discover wl - at
every school boy can be tftu-ht. For t aching is a vast acce/erntion

oitg6. of (the process of learning. It throw the eines, the pointed
hints, that lend to insiehts. it ',exalt s cajoles attention
to remove the distracting imeges t'-at prevent them. it pots
the farthnr quentions thnt reven1 the need of forjer insirhts
to comrlement nnd modify end trensform the ecuired store;
it grasps the seription of pets of onderstanding to begin from
the simple and work towards the more complex. But what is
done eyplicitly and deliberately by professionel teachers, also
is done implicitly nnd uncorscioosly by pel,ents with their
children and by equnls -more themselves. Talkinn, is a b, ic

..f4gMQM.m=lis- human art: by it each reverls wh , t he knows end provol,
furtLer questions t'nnt di-ect his rt 4-ention to whet he had over-
looked. Moro oeneral rnd mone imPressive then talking is doing:
deeds excite our n miration nnd ns to emulation; we watch
to see how thIngs are done; e we exreriment to see if we can
do ohem ourselves; ve witch neain to discover the oversights
that led to oor failures. Thus it is tient what anyone discovers
passes into the possession of nr)ny, to be c' ecked agsinst
excerience end to be cinfrented w_Lth the tPst forther
quostions. Thus too it is tbet the discoveries liridividuals
enter into single, cunulntive s ries; that the inter rresueposes
and improves upon bile earlier; 'let .he starting-Point of each

°I4	
reneration is he.T.9 j its predecessor left off.

ThO7Sburce then of common-sense jodgments is a
collaboretion. The eelf-corl:ecting process of lenrning goes
on in the minds of individuals, but the individual minds are
in commurucation. The results reached by one are chec by
mny, ond new results are ndded to old to form a comoo A

MAgieNINn. from which each draws his variable shereXletated. by his interests
and his energy.

0
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There is# another side to the story. It is
human to err, and common-sense juderents are very human. They
rest upon the self-correctina process of learning as transformed
by communication and collaboration. But men share not only
in intellectual cariosity bet also in more earth passions
and prejudices. The nixed character of human drives can
generate a common deviation from the pure product of intelligence
and even a semen dishonesty in refusing to acknoTledee the
effectikre pertinence of fartl'er, pertinent questions. So it
is that vie find each tribe and nation, each aroup and class,
prone to develop its own brand of common sense and to strengthen
its convictions by Tourine ridicule upon the conrron nonsense
of others. Prom the contradictory varieties of common sense,
men have appealed to the common consent of the human race. But
one well may doubt that such a procedure eoesAto the root of
the matter. If one must susrect the collaboreuion of groups
and classes, of tribes and nations, it does not follow that
one cannot sus.ect the collaboration of mankind. Error is
not primarily a class prodsct or a national product. It is
human. '._to group or class, the tribe or nation, only elves
a more/specific twist to the mixed motives of human effort.
Undert-ke to select the judrments on which all men ngree, and
you have no guarentee either thatoall men ngree,Afrom the pure
and detached motives of intelli -ence and reason or, indeed, that
you yourself in your investieetior and selection have operated
exclusively from that unmixed drive.

The collaboration, named common sense, not only
offers enormous benefits and advanb-aes but also itertwines
them with more than a denser of deviation and aberration.
Nor do w(lA stand outside this collaboration as s7ectators.
re) were born into it. Ifithost-baingxgsked Vie had no choice
but to become rnrticirants, to profit by its benefits, and
to share in its errors. .e have no choice about withdrawing
from it, for the past develonalent of one's own intellect can
no more/be blotted out than the past growth of one's body,
and futere development will have to take place under essentially
the same co , diLions and limititions as th-t of the past.
There is, then, a fundaaental problemt end how it is to be met,
we cannot discuss at once. Our imediate ob,4ective has to be
confined to discerning the field or domain within which common
sense mieht be expected to operate successfully. This brings
us to our second topic.

lreray q distinction has been drawn between
descrip ion and explanation. Description deals with things
as related to us. Explpnetion deals with the same things as
related anone, themselves. The two are not totally independent,
for they deal with the same things end, as we have seen,
descl'ietion suprlies, as it were, the tweezers by which we
hold things while ex lanatiass are being discovered,m4cverified,
applied,0411,0 revised. But despite their `intimate connection,
it remains that description and explanation envisnae things
in fundamentally daffeent manners. The relations of things
among themselves are in renernl, a different field from the
relations of things to us. There is an apparent overlapring
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only when we condider the relations of men among themselves;
and then the different procedures of description and explanation
prevent the overlapping to from being more than apparent, for
description is in terms of the riven while explanation is in
terms of the ultimetes reached by nnalysis.

Not only 're description and exolenetion distinct,
but there are two main varieties of description. There are
the ordinary descriptions that can be cost in ordinary langeage.
There are also thex scientific descriptions for which ordehary
language quickly proves inadequnte nndAis forced to yield its
piece to a special, technical terminology. Vor is it difficult
to discern behind these linruistic differences a more fundamental
difference.kotGePAIAordinary and scientific descripeion4.44.2441 1/4
are concerned with things ns relnted to us, but both are not
concerned, with the same relations to us. The scientist selects
the relfttiaas of things to us thet lend more directly to knowledge
of the relations between 'ehinas themselves. Ordinary description
is free from this ulterior preoccupntion. As it begins, so
also it ends with human apprehensions rind interests as its center.

There exists then a determinete field or domain
of ordinary description. its definine or forml viewpoint is the
thing as related to us, as it enters into the concerns of man.
its obect is what is to bo known by concrete judgments of
fact, be. judgments on the correctness of insights into concrete
situations, by concrete‘ennaloeies and eeneralleations, and by
the collaboration of common sense. It is ns much an object
of knowledge as any other, for it is reached by beginning from
the level of presentations, by advancing throegh inquiry,
insights, and formulation, by caminating in the critical
inquiry of reflective enderstnnding, no erasp of the unconditioned,
and the rationally comnelled pronouncement of judement. To
anticipate a later vocnbulary, the domain of stazeuNAAA6f
ordinary ddscription is a section of the universe of being,
of what intelligently isx grasped and reasonably is affirmed.
How much of that section really is reached by ordinary description,
is of course a further nuestim. 6/As sceething to know the
goal at which A wk4a aims, and that has been our restricted topic.

But bef-re	 terthor on to our thir+opic,
it may be well to preclude possible risconcentions. Virst,
then, the human collaboration that results in a common sense
involves belief. The analysis of belief cennot as yet be
undertaken. But the type of belief thatAmm44,4140 in this
collaboration resembles that of the pupil, who believes his
teacher only thet later he himself mey understand and he able
to judge for himself. It resembles that of the saientist,
who does not insist on exploring for himself all the blind
allies down which his predecessors wandered but is content
to test their final results either directly, by to-06f repeating
experiOments or, more commonly, by operating on the prieciple
that, if those reselts were erroneous, the error would be
revealed indirectly in the exnerizmonts he himself does perform.
Hence it is that a man Pronouncing a common-sense judgment
is convinced that he is uttering, not what someone else told
him, but what he himself knows.

Secondly, the human collaboration that results
in a common sense is under the dominance of practical considerations
and pragmatic sanctions. The further questions that arise and
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are considered pertinent, do not come from any theoretical realm,
and the tests that are employed move within the orbit of human
success and failure. Still that dominance, so far from vitiating
the results, is dictated by the ob'ect to be known, by the thing
as it is related to us end as it enters into the concerns of men.
It was a philosophic school that invented the notion that ideas
are true because they hep - en to work. Desnite its practicality,
com ion sense is convi cod that ideas work only if they are tree.
"Or is this surprising, for the nrnctical firther question is
a fnrthsr question thet leads to the modification or revision
of an insisht; and the nrnsmatic criterion of success is the
absence of the failure thst wosld _reveal the necessity of thInkins
things out afresh.

Thirdly, the	 collsbos tion that results in
a common sense is sub sect to the devi-tions and aberrations that
have uneir root in the mixed motives of man. But it is only
in so far as I myself share in those mixed motives that my
undensta-ding and my judsment will ssffor the same bias and
fall in line wiAs the same dovisuions and aberrations. As long
as I share in them, my efforts at correction and selection will
be just ns suspect as the judnments I wish to eliminate. It is
only •hun I 7o to the root of t'e mat her end become efficscio' sly
critical of myself that I can Benin to become a reliable judse;
and/that becominrr will consist in the self-correcting process
of learning that already has been described.

4:3, en-4444 mu.m w4L
- 	"-Our toird nrin topic w's the relation of common

sense to science, and o it finda-nental assertion is that t'e
two res-rd distinct and sennrnte fields. Common sense is
concerned with things as related to us. Science is concerned
with things as related among themselves. In principle, they
cannot conflict, for if they speak about the sail0 things, they
do so from radically different viewpoints.

When I say that in nrinciple they cannot conflict,
I mean of cote se that in fact they can and do. To eliminate
actual conflict, it is necessary to sresp the principle and
to apply it accurately.

The basic diffic"lty has been to -rasp the
principle. The scientists of the Renaissance were quite aware
that the e was some diffdtrence in nrincirle, but they expressed
it by a distinction bet. een nrimnry and secondary qualities.
Science is concerned wih things and	 primary qualities,

concerned wi0h. thinss,Atheir primary lanlities, and most of
that is, with thin -sas they really nre. Common sense is

allAtheir secondary qualities, that is, mainly with things as
they merely appear. On this ahowing, knowledge is science,

• • Ca s°. ,	 • e .	 41' t:

and where coition senso diverseS from science, Moot partly it is
the darkness of ignorance and error, partly it is the t•ilisht
soon to be replaced by a scientific dawn. Nnt-rally enongh
such exclusive rretensions wore net by on-osite nretensions
equally exclusive, an the debate rased on a mistaken issue.
Today, I think, we can be not only cooler but also wiser abost
the whole matter. As has been argued in the a441.41as-sn mmiLX-e1404od •

• •	 ! - SA it is necessary
to distinguish within knowledge between senerste set complementary
domains. There is a comprehensive, universal, invariant, non..

C 0
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imaginable domain; its object is the thing-itself, with differences
in kind defined by immediete conjugates, and with differences
in state defined by ideal fre-uencies. There is also an
experiential, oartiellar, re:lative l imaginable domain; its
object is the thing-for.us, ,eith differences in kind defined
by mediated conjugates, and with differences in sate defined
by exoectations of the normal. 	 The former field of enmirical
science is to be reached only by abstrecting from the empirical

the/	 residue of/individunl, the incidental, the non-systematically
divergent, the unassienebility of the continuum. The latter
field includes the empirical residue; it views things in their
individuality, their accientn1 determinations, their arbitrariness,
their continuity.

The sienificnnce of this distinction appears
in logic as the separation of two universes of discourse.
V) put the matter concretely, let us tniTe illostrative propositions
and consider the three cases of 1) ienoring the distinction of
the domains, 2) denying the distinction of the domains, and 3)
accerGing the distinction of the domnins. First, if one ignores
the distinction of the domains, then one has he problem of
choosing between the propositions,

The planets move in aprroximntely elliptical
orbits with the sun at their focus.

The earth is at rest, and the sun rises and sets.
Secondly, if one denies the distinction of the domains, one
is committed to the more rie.erous choice between the propositions,

From every viewpoint the nlnnets move in elliptical
orbits with the sun nt their focus.

From every viewpoint the earth is at rest and the
sun risen and sets.

Thirdly, if one affirms the distinction of the domains, then one
will reject all four of the preceding rropositions to assert
both of the following,

From the viewpoint of explanation, the planets
move in apnro7imetely ellirtionl obbits with the sun at
their focus.

From the vievpoint of ordinary description, the
earth is at rest and the sun rises and sets.

On this third position there result teo sernrate universes of
discourse. All the affirmations of emnirical science contain
the qualifying reservation, "from the viewpoint of explanation.
Similarly, all the affirmntions of common sense contain the
qualirying reservation, "from the viewpoint of ordinary description."
Autonnticolly, all logical conflict is eliminated, for the
qualifying reservations prevent the propositions of one universe
from contradicting the propositions of the other.

underlying this logical separation there will
be more fundamental methodological differences. Both ordinary
description and empirical science reach their conclusions through
the self-correcting process of learning. Still they reach
very different conclusions because, though they use essentially
the same process, they operate it with different standards and
critoria. What is a further, pertinent question for empirical
science is not necessarily a further, pertinent question for
ordinary description. Inversely, what is a further pertinent
question for o•dirary descripAon is not necessarily a further,
Pertinent question for empirical science. it is this fundamental

-])--(;-
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in the criterion of the relevance of further questions that
marks the great divide between a scientific atLieude and a
common-sense attitude, Because he aims at ultimate explanation,
the scientist has to keep asking ily? until ultimate explanation
is reached. Because the layman aims at knowing things as related
to us, as entering into the domain of human concerns, his 7uestian-
in ceases as soon as fHrl:ler inquiry would lead to noeldifference
in thsAxtatLaAp-rx.113 ,&6A-AndAt.a4timp.t daily lire of man. Hence it
is that the layman is attemmting to impose his criteria on the
scientist when he asks him wh9t he is doing and follows that
up with the further queuion, What is the good of it? For
if the practical question can be rut to engineers and technologists
and medical doctors, its only effect upon Pure science would be
to eliminate all further progress. Inversely, the pure scientist
is attm:atinp: to impose his criteria anon common sense, when
he interprets a practical attit3de as a lack of interest in
truth; it is, indeed, a lack of inter st in the truth that the
scientist seeks, but that is not the sole domain in which troth
is to be learned. reflective understanding can reach the vir-
tually unconditioned to pronounce corrct judgments of concrete
fact and to diLcern correct insights into concrete situations.
Withot those basic judgmnts, science has no starting-point
and, as well, the aorious achievements of applied science
cannot be truly afP.Lrmed.

The difference of the do -pains apPears not only
in different criteria of the pertinence of further questions
but also in the diTerence of the terms employed and in the
possibilities they respectively offer for lo7ical deduction.
Because ordinary description is concerned with things-for-us,
it derives its terms from every-day experience; because the
elements of daily AN •erience are consuant, the terms of ordinary
description are constant; visible shapes and the spectrum of
colors, the volume, pitch, and tone of so ends, the hot and cold,
wet and dry, hard and soft, slow and swift, now and then, here
and tere, do not shift in ' ,7enning with the sqccessive revisions
of scientific theories; the concrete unities that are men and
animals and plants, the regularities of nature and the expectations
of a normal course ofx events form a neceesary and unchanged
basis and conte::t into which applioei science incrod!ices its
im:rpx.over:ents. inversely*, because so:lance seeks knewled7e of
things as related among, themselves, because such relations
lie outside $e..;-outr immediate experience, because the ultimates
in such relations are to be reached only when ultimate explanation
is reached, each 7ret forward step of scientific kno7 , 1ed7e
involves a more or less profound revision of its fundamental
terms. Again, because science is analytic and abstractive,
its terms are exact; becTise its cor relations purport to be
generally valid, they must be determined with utmost precision;
because its terms are exact and its correlations general,
it must be ready to bear the weight of a vast super-structure
of logical deductions In which e a ch conclusion must be equally
exact and valid generally. On the other hand, as we have seen,
ordinary descriptian must be perpetually on its guard against

•   

•
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analogies and generalizations; for, though similars are similarly
understood, siill concrete situations rarely are similar, and
the synthesis of an aeregate of concrete situetions is not itself
a concrete situation. Because things fall away from the Pole star
in the northern hemisphere, it does not follow that they will do
so in the southern. Becnese within the renee of homen vision
the earth is aplrexlenntely flat, it does not follow that the
integration of all such views will be n flat sirfnce. The
procedure of sound com-on sense is, not to genernlize nor to
argue from nneloey, but to retain t'el insiehts rained in former
experience and to add the complementary insights needed in fresh
situations. .she collebosetion o96omeon sense aims, not at estab-
lishing g nerel truths, but at building up n core of habitual
understanding that is to be edjested by f - rt - er learning in each
new situation that erlses.

Common sense, then, has i t s own specialized field
or domain. it has iss own criteria on the relevance of further
sueseions. It has iss own basically constant vocabulary, its
proper ,6* universe of discourse, and its o.n mohodolog,ical precepts
of keeping to the concrete, of sneaking in human terms, of
avoiding analogies and senernlizations and ded 'ctions, of acknow-
ledging that it does not know t' -e abstract, n the universal,
the ultimate. Precisely because it is so confined, common sense
cannot explici 17 formulate its own nature, its own domain, its
own logic and methodology. These it has to learn, if it mild
limit pronerly its nronouncements, but it has to learn them in
its osn shrewd fashion through instances nnd examples, fables and
lessons, paradigms and proverbs, that will function in futlre
judgments not ns eremises for dedections hat ns noesibly relevant
rules of procedure. Finally, because con-on sense has to be
acquired, it is not possessed	 equally by all. It has its
adept pupils that mete misinkes, indeed, but also learn by them.
.ithin their familiar field they are masters, and as Ws144.14

well they know that their mastery ends when they step beyond it4 .Q,,,, a-
 all they know that :hey must maser their own hearts, that

the pull of desire, the push of fear, the deeper cur-ents of
passion are poor counsellors, for they rob a man of that full,
untroubled, unhurried view demended by sere and balanced judgment.

if the domains of science and common sense are
distinct, so also they nee complementary. If one nust recognize
the differences in their objects, their criteria, their universes
of cUscourse, their methodological rreceets, one must also insist

fixes.ipsdiaLe
3M4614--esti3e/sW4v
that they are the functionally rel-ted nPrts within a sinele
knowledge of a single world. the interieibility that science
grasps comnrehensively is the intellielbility of the concrete
wish which common sense deals effectively. To regard them as
rivals or competitors is a 1.Aettr mistake for essentially they
are partners and it is teAr successful cooperation that consti-
tutes an lied science and technology, that odds inventions to
scientific discoveries, that supple ents inventions with
organizations, know-how, end snocielized skills. But if common
sense itself, once it is sun-lied with its apnropriete evidence,
has little difficulty in recognizing this fnct, theorists of
science can hardly be credited with an ()gee]. perspicacity.
Misled by a confusion between the heuristic and the representative
functions of imagination, they assumed that the bnsinlss of
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science was to paint a ricture of the really reel. If, as we
have areeed, such a picture is es-entially unverifiable and
gratuitous, it cannot coiecic'e with the verifiable rictures of
common sense, If from this conflict the theorists of science
proceeded eo conclude that comrron sense must be some brutish
survival, thnt it was in need of helm- instrected in lofty tones

on the far superior virt 'es and techniques of to scientist,
one cannot bo surprised that com.ion sense retnli-ted with its
jokes on t 'n ineeuitude of uloorists and professors and with
its quietly imperious demand that, if unev were to justify their
exisence, they had best continue to rrovide palpable evidence
of their usefulness. But such on-onition, I would contend,
does justice neluher to common sera e nor to science; it has no
bet'er basis AriAAt than a miseal'en theory; ancl it had best be
written off as en errer incidental to an ere of transition.
During the rnst folr centuries emriricel science has emerged

and developed to set us the twofold rroblem both of determining
its nature and of workire Ortu	 eroeer arljustment of the
complementary functions of common sense. if such large problems
cannot be solvod in short order, one should not infer that they
cannot be solvod at all.

ego conclude, common sense is one thin end common
sense judgments ere a _other, Common sense is common and seecific.
It is a specialised domain of knoeledge with a eroper universe
of discourse, proper criteria on the rertirence of further cleestions,
and nroner methodological precepts. Operation within that domain
is besicel?y and fundementn13y a communal collaboration in the
self-correcting prose s of learning. The fruit of that collaboration
is a hnbitunl ceee of ns accumu)noed iesiehts into concrete
situations Pn0 into t e rioceures needed to complement and
adjust th-t core before one can rear jude-ent on furti ,er, concrete
sit tetions. Hence it is tbet common seise j IdriTents are issued,
nou by some nubile authority named common sorsa, but ely
only by individual jndges in thei - own individual situations.
Furter, they can be known to be correct 	 only
by the individual jedees in the irdivideal situations, for no
one else is in nosnession of the evidence as it is given and
no one else is informed with the familiarity end mastery that
result from the self-correcting nrocess of lerrnine within that
siuuntion. 1 cnn be certain th-t I am rritire this, and you can
be certain that you are rendthe it. But it is quite enot;'er
matter for you to be certain that I am correct in affirming that
I am writing, as iu -ill be suite -not er matter for me to be
certain thief you are co rent in nffirmine that -ou are roe dine.
The common elermnt in common sense is not some list of eereral
truGhs abort which n11 men can agree; it is not some list of
particula• truths about v,hich ell men can agree; but it is
a collaboration in Ghe erection of In a basic structure by .
which, with annrorrirte adiustments, each individual is enabled
to fill out his individual list of rarticulnr truths. Finally,
each of those eerticuler pronouncements eccnrs inasmuch as
reflective understanding gresns the virtually unconditioned
in the manner described in the sub- sections on concrete judgments
of fact and on judgments on the correctness of insi g hts into
concrete siuuntions.

0

0
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faugYthttiiikty,ACALuvietrostA
6.	 Probable Judgments.

When the virtually unconditioned is grasped
by reflective understanding, we affirm or deny absolutely.
;hen there is no proponderance of evidence in favor of either
affirmation or denial, we en.n only acknowled7r. our 17norance.
But between these extre 79s there is a series of interned in.te
posiidions, and ktv.1)4471.40 -40,kirge probable jtad.gments are their outcome.

This probability of juc'grnent differs from the
probability investigated in the s„atistical phase. As has been
seen, the probable expectation answers a question for intelligence
by assigning an ideal fre-uency from which actual events non-
syster.latically diverge. But the Probable jud-ment ans .viers a
quetion for reflection and, though it anticipates a divergence
between she judgrent and actual fact, still the ground of this
anticipation lies, not in a non-systematic element in the facts,
but in the ckeliawtlaitermi.s..so41-AcpArAlvasaw-lte.e.efte incompleteness of our
knowledge. hence, judgments about things, about correlations,
and about probability expectations, may be certain and. may be
only probable.

.4he-peint-of-the- pro-ba-b7_e-judgment-is--that-7

trobaltly „,isi true . Its Tr9und s gre not Ti,►ner e	 no gat re 	 t
otti(0.1101...- - rain_	 knowledge/be ineonl to	 tha /re	 c,t2i,e

roar-h ,heLVirttarrllyttlinc6n.itIon
'ie--/rei they the only eauirements ,. a mere guess. would be a/nr . a-brie

eat. But gue-1.3sin ,g2is prcibable Of1,17 in the ,statist. ca
e:/of--noir4systelmatict divergence ,. a Irreiod guOter !t-dg..11

-	 •,	 I	 '	 •	 y
S	 Offi; not by- he,r rational recess of jud7nen	 ht1

-0 Tv:5117---rrt'ional7<prce-e-s---of--ve-rititni-n-f,,--berrel---4r0—d-v
Probable juclgments differ from guesses. In both

cases knowledge is incomplete. In both cases reflective under-
standing fails to reach the virturqly uTconditioned. But the
guess is a non--rational venture beyond the evidence that resembles
the non-systematic aspect of events. On the other hand, the
probable judgment resuls from rational procedures, 404-- ,mA4s,

ot....14A041112:34~-Lsr\kau-leke>7e -\inacolu-)341.--fts--At-1- 4i)-.1S-tin---s,Oxf)AArttileinv
tio--c-oraple..Tianeas	 ho u -II it rests on inc ompl e te knowledge,
still there has to be some ap-roximatior	 completeness.

iv fails to reach the virtually unconditioned, still
it has to be closing in upon that exigent norm. a'hu.s, one
may say that guesses are probably true only in the sttatistical
sena sense of diverging non-systematically from true judgments;
but Trobable judgments are probably true in the non-statistical
sense of converging, upon true judgments, ofs. approaching them
as a limit.

it is the nature of this ap-roximation, ap - roach,
convergence, that const.L,utes the problem of the •!,114nfila.rwi
probable judgm.,nt. That precisely can he meant by such meta hors?
If anything is meant, then how can it be known? No one surely
makes a probable judgment when he can mate a certain judgment;
yet how can the probable be known to approach the certain , when
the certain is unknown? 

0
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Yortunntely, such nc, radox is not as acute as it
may seem. we seek tie truth because we do not know it. But,
though vie do not know it, still we can recosnize it when ,00
we Tench it. In life msnner we olso ore able to recognize
when we ere getting near it. As we hove seen, the self-correcting,
process of lerrnL:nom.TAA corsists in a sequence of questions,
insights, further onentions, end f rsher insis ,hts that moves
towards a limit in hich no further, pertinent questions arise.
flhen we are well be -

gmd that limit, jodsnents ore obviously
certain. vihen we are well short of that limit, judgments are
at best probable. nhen.ve are on the border-line, the r ash are
completely certain end the indecisive full of do -bts. in brief,
because the self-correctinr process of learning; is an rr-rorch
to a limit of no further, pertinent questiors, there are probable
judgmsnts tnnt are nrobnbly tree in „he sense thnt they approxinnue
to a truth that ns yet Is not known.

Directly the fore -
oing analysis rennrds he pro-

bability of judgi nts on the correctness of insights into concrete
situations. Indirectly, it can be estonded to all other rrobable
judgments. Thus, concrete judnen.s of fact involve some insight
that links tree level of presentations with the question for
reflection, and so the -

nrohnbility of si'ch concrete Isdgeents
may be reduced to the probability of the correctness of the
insight they involve. Did something hnr-en? Something; did
hapnen if the same set of things exhibits different data at
different times. An insinht is reqnired to grnsr the identity
of the things, and such an identifJcation may be certain or
probnbate. But the data exhibited at different times either
differ or do not differ. if no difference is detected, there
is no ground wnntever for asserting chan -e. If any difference
is detected, there are the grn.nds for asserting change. If
you do not remember accurately the former data, then you just
don.t know whether or not there wns chnnse. If you are inclined
to think that the f,rser dntn were different, then the issue
shifts. iihnt inclines you to think so? Any reason that can
be offered will sun ,o se sonie insi ht into the (th'ective coarse
of events or inuo tne habits of ynur memory, and it is that
insight that nvos rise to nrobsbilitv. More complos cases
call for a more comnlex annlysis, but the -moral lines of the
analysis will be the same.

brinn-s us to the nnnt nr-l)nbility of
the emniricn1 sciences. Two questions arise. all7 are their

0	 conclusions no more than nrobnbb? In wh - t sense are their
conclusions an anproxiinntion to wh-t is true and certain?
Discussion of nnpl—tic nropositicrs is deferred to the next
sub-section and so we hove to consider t•e erriricn1 sciences
in their -enerall7aWas and in their nertestlar judgrents of
fact.

Since sinilnrs cannot but be similerly understood,

0	 generalisation itself offers no difficulty. If the particular
case is understood correctly, then every similar case will be
understood correctly. If the problem of induction arose
because the rest of the ,narticulnr cases were not inspected,
then uhnt rr(blenwould be insoluble becnsm the rest of the
particulnr cases never are inspected; were they, there would
be no senerslization. In fact, the nroblem of induction arises
because the particular case may not be nrorerly understood;

and iu is solved by seeking t at co - rect understanding.
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Still seelring is one thing and finding another.
Empirical science gets its start by hittin.7 off significant
correlations. The correlations implicitly define abstract
correlatives. But Precisely because the ,r are abstract, the
return to the concrete is greeted wAth further questions.
The law of the lever is simnllcity itself. But to have an
inderenjent measure-lent of we 	 one needs the law of the
spring. To test the law accurately, one needs the theorem on
centers of gravity. To formulate the law, one needs the geometry
of perpendiculars. Autonatically one lens gmbarozed upon a.
vectorial rep>e sent tion of forces, an asanmation of Euclidean
7,eomotry, a theory of tho npnlicauion of ferces at a Point,
a ra?allel investigation of ,he tension of wires, and a certain

u.„,.1.-Nme,134Ac-Pitaaetib
not, be in stpra)tedi rAl

amount of dabbling	 gravitation. Automatically further
quJstions arise, Not only do they -rise from the concrete
problems sot by tension and gravitation, which in turn give
rise to further questions. ivhat le far mare aipnificant is

P

	

	 the riesence of the ha.ghly abstract theorem and nrocedures
which f7ive relevance to enormous ranges of further questions.

Are all// Con every force he ronresented by a vector? )(Z'X frces applied
at a point? DA Euclid have the last word? The initial abstraction
allows one to t return to the concrete only after the exploration
of successively widening, circles of inairy. Statics is mastered
only to raise the problems of kinetics. Kinetics is mastered
only to reveal that thermal and electro-ma7netic phenomena
may be the antecedents or the consequentts of local movements.
One begins to pet the lot in line and to feel that the 

.fttl , re
of physics is a matter of detormin±ng accurately a few more
decimal points when along come a Planck and an Einstein with
their further questions.

•The 7enerali7atinn of classical laws, then, is
no more than probable beca

., ee the application of single laws
raiess further questions that head towards the systemauizntion
of a whole field. In turn, such systematization is no more
than probable until the limit of no furt-er, Pertinent questions
is reached. But that limit is	 reached, first, if there may
be further, unkivwn facts tha6 wo-ld raise farther questions
to force a revision or, secondly, if then 'e may be further, "clown
facts whose capacity to raise such further questions is not
greeted.

Similar considerations render the a7eneralization
of statistical lams no more than probable. For statistical laws
presup ,:ese some classification of events. One is not going to	 •
advance quantum. theory by investlgnting footxbaii baseball averages.
hence definitive statistical laws suppose definit.._ve classifications.
he future discovery of new kinds or of new sub-divisions of

sub-atomic elements will invite a revision of the statistical
laws. Similarly, more accurate investigetions may lead to the
discernment 1:A.thtn the statistical law (21..h.6%.4	 of a systematic
element that can be abstracted in classical form to leave a
new statisticnl residue,

if empirical generaliTations are mo more than
probable, what about the particular facts that ground them?

asVect of/taesei allied inn

f
ncrinpro uoilrfurthur' - ,A,' to -

(it/AA 6 kw innd0-dhe .9nt .
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Here a distinction seems necessary. In so far as such facts
are expressed in uhe terms of ordirstry description, they fall
under the criteria of the concrete judgment of fact. In so far
as they aro relevant to the establishment of a scientific theory,
they come under the control of emnirical method. shat has to
be observed is, not the percent with its snontnneous integration
into the processes of sensitive livine, but the sheer datun
that is stripped of memories, associatisns, and anticipations.
Again, measurements must conform thal to the best available
NIG rules and utilize the best aysilable instruments. Finally,
the observables have to be the terms defined by the theoretical
structtre, end as this struct•re is subject to revision, so also
are its definitions. hence, one mny say that emniricel science
is solidly grounded in fact in virtue of its concrete jud7sents
and, at 61149 same time, add that technical developments and
theoretical advance can render such facts more or lens obsolescent.

But if empirical science is no more thah probable,
still it truly is probible. if it does not attain definitive
truth, still it converges unon troth. This convergence, this
increasS.n7 aparoximstion, is what is meant by the fnmiliar
phrase, the advance of science. Questions yield insights that
are expressed in hypotheses: the testing of hyeotleses raises
further questions that venerate comnlenentnry insiehts and
more satisfactory hypotheses. For a while the process advances
in widening circles; then the coherence of s7stem begins to
close in; invtsti7ation turns zmxthe from 414-pools fresh v ,:intures
in new fields to the labor of consolidation, of working out
implications fully, of settling iesnes that leave the general
view unchanged. The self-correcting process of learning is
palpably apsroachAng a limit, so that, at the very time radical
proposals for revision become again possible, the open minds
of scientists are becoming closed. As Max Planck put it:
"A new scientific troth does not triumph b7s convincing Zkam
its opponents and meking them see the light, but rather because
its opeonents eventually die, and a new senoratisn grows up
that is familIer with it." Sc&entific Autobiography and Other
Papers, /fey York 1949.

An ulterior qsestion may be raised. Is scientific
process progress indefinite? Does the self-correcting process
of learning roach one limit only to discover, so"nor or Dater,
that there are further develonments to be effected? If I mu
unable to answer this question directly, still certain observations
seem rs'ievant.

First, the advance of science through increasing

accuracy wouldwould seem to heed towards a limit. A measurement is
not is a point but an artxxx interval, not simely a number but
a number plus or minus some quantity determined by a theory of
errors. hence incre sine accuracyNresultt from the invention
of new techns_ques and instruments and, while such inventions
may 7o well beyond our pre: ent anticipations, still we hove no
reason to expect an infinite series of them. Once such possibilities
become exhausted, the principle of exclusion conies into play.
Empirical method settles only the theoretical differences that
imply sensible differences. I f a second theory supplants a
first by advancing from the second decimal place to the fourth,
and a third suppinnts the second by advancias from the fo!1rth
decimal place to the sixth, it does not follow that the re can
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be some nth/established by advancing from 2n decimals to (2n 4 2),
where n is as large a number as you please.

Secondly, as the advance of science has n lower
limit in the field of presentations, so also it tins an upper limit
in the basic structure of the human mind. Theories can be revised
if there is a reviser. But to talk about revising the revisers
is to enter a field of emrty a ,oculation in which the name,
revision, loses its determinate meaning. Moreover, theorists
take advantage of this fact. i .hus, the fomdations of logic
are placed in the inevitabilities of ccir processes of thought.
Nor is logic an unique example. As we have already indicated,
the theory of relativity in its basic postulate rests upon a
structural feature of our cognitional processz. liow if the
invariants governing mental , riocess imply invariants in our
theoretical constructions, tbel,e will follow an u7-er limit
to the variation of theoretical constructions and a possibility
of mapping out in advance the alternatives beween which theoretical
effort has to choose. TO this topic we return in investigating
what will be named thetsfrp$1, categories of the range of
proportionate being.

In conclusion, it may be noted that these considera-
tions confirm the rositive rrobability of the conclusions of
empirical science. leOr those conclusions are probable inasmuch
as the self-correcting process of learning is nn - roaching a limit.

-utrguRael.t."xs-bn.2.etievxzdaya
e	 t /t--1)	 ad/t9 nglcnoTle

,11/he	 ereLeniti6roV-Sio 1 ,...a..6-t*/m
-- 13satisarmienc.e_ed

our argument was based upon the intnanentje. tendency o
the process itself to a limit, inasmuch as each great stage
of scientific development heads for the closed coherence of
s7stem, and each successive s --stem rrips the facts with greater
nuance and accuracy over wider exnanses of, data. Still this
immanent tendency receiv,s confirmation. if thee exist external
limitations to the process itself. For the:- too roint to the
-possibility of some system, as :vet unknown, that is increasingly
determined inasmuch as it will have to meet the requirement of
verification in a body of fact that is increasingly 'arse and
increasingly organized.

0
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7. Analytic Propositions and. Analytic Principles.

Since analytic nronositiors and principles rest
upon an nnnlytis, we must be pin from a series of distinctions.

Irirst, a nronosition is the content either of
an act of conceiving, defining, thinking, considering, supnosinr,
or else of an set of judrinr. hence we distinguish between
formal terms of meaning nnd fur terns of meaning. Both are
propositions, but the formnl term of reining is whnt -ou merely
think about or consider. while the full tern of meaning is v.'hat
you also affirm or ,leny.

Secondly, dis' - in-uish nortinl terms of meaning
and rules of nenning. By nnrtin .l terms of meaning are meant
the elements wibhin formal or full terms of menninr. In the
proposition, The man is cold. "mnn" has a determinaGe meaning
and "cold" has a determiirte meaning; viint they mean are named
partial Germs of mennIng. Fu_other, t . nre are definite rules
connecting p-rtipl terms of meaning with formal or full term
of meaning. Jhen one combines the psrtinl mornings,
Uman," "is , " and "cold " into the sen once, The man is cold,
one obtains n f rinnl or full term of nenning that is deteroined,
not only by the ()len nt,s,	 also by the manner in which the
elements combine to mn.ko sense. An an-17sis of that "m-nner
in which ele -lenus -morally II— , conf-ine to	 sense," world
yield a set of rules of iiesning.

Thirdly, we sdvert to a sneciol case of the
virtually unconditi 'nod 'hen the meanin- , of a proposition in
its own judtif_c-tion arrl rrlarrincee. The nronositiLin itself
Provides the conditioned. Elle rlfiri';ions of its nr'rtial terns
provide the fulfillin7 	 And the .rules of meaning
provide the link betyenn -Ghe conditions and the conditioned.
Such Pronosi,ions are termed analytic.

Thus, if A is defined by a re?stion, R, to B,
and B is defined by the ornosile rel-Gi'n, IV, to A, ther by
the rules of oloaning, it l'ollows that there canno,, be an A
witl-wut the relati - n. A, to B, and th_st t ere cannot be a B
vitho-t the reintior,	 to A. Such concl-Isions that rest on
clef^ni,i _s and rules of 'onnin- are 	 nropositions.

J.1

a mere-oblect off'.,thous•ht o.7.na jid7ment :..nd a
irst step is to reno ,re a colaf'usion. 19:16 analysis f the
rnlytic nvonosition revenls a virtually uncondi" oned th t
eTALly enon -1 piny be grAPPed b- reflective unr) rotandira, ,.
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rmlYt; is to aff-5rm thnt it is self-.'nc:/tify_ng 7ichin tb
rder,/of Neanin : But ',he question is whnuher t _at ordee f
1 e,rii.g is fo al or full; w; ether it, is what s mean twin./ ,
le sunse 	 consideripTM, or what il meant 	 the sense pf
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Fourthly, since the analytic proposition isan
instance oft the virtunlly unconditiored, reflective undertanding
will find in it its proper object and whereby ground a judgment.
There then arises a further ruestion, bihot precisely is the mennim
or force or implication of such P jfldr'nent?

It wonld seem th-t its menning is not assertoric
suppositions	 but hypothetical. If there occi7r/ludr-aents cont-irirv; thisxmmns

or/	 sirnificnnt terms in the same sense PS tleey are Pssined in the
analytic proposition, then such supnositl,ns or ndements must
be consistent wibh the analytic nronosition; moreover, when that
condition rind other lo-icR1 reouirements n , e Telmt, there follow
valid inferences. On the other hand, the 4iftli* mere fact that a
proposition is analytic offers no r iinrsntee that its terns in
their defined sense occur in an7 - sun ositi-n or :Tudemont nnart
from the nffirmntion of the analytic proposition.

It follows that nn-lytic - -)ror sitions remain in
sterile isolation unless t'lere sec -rues to them some form of
validation. Thin will considt in the oncorrence of its terms
in their defined sense in some other sup -eosiL,ion or ludirment;
and the precise nature of the vnlidetion will depend Toon the
nature of the m odeed sup •ositioe or 5110e. nent.

.here also follows the e7; -,len-tion of the fact
that analytic propositions can be nroduced more or less at will
and indefiniely. initial terms of mennftnr, are a vast multitude
and further psrtinl terms can be sun-lied by the art of definition.
Rules of meaning provide a princiele of selection of the partiR1
terms that will coalesce into anal tic nronositions. And if this
seems to requi'e too much in-enuity, the teslr can he simplified
by using symbols instead of words and big defin_or them by their
relations in propositions. But sienificnnt increments of knowledge
are not to be obtained by more ingenuity and, in feet, the analytic
proposition, by itself, is not a significant increment of knowledre;
without the f'ulfilment of further coaditions it remains in isolation
and fails to enter fruitfully into the texture of kno‘ing.

Hence, we are in substantial sereement with the
contemporary view that mere analytic rrorositions are mere toutolories
The use of the term, tautolo-y, wo-3d seen to be incor-ect, but
the renewal meaning of the statement is sound. However, it may
not be out of place uo add tent the 'resent noJnt was made centuries
ago. Aquinas advanced thet conclusions de end upon principles,
that principles dePend upon th it erms; but he was not ready to
accept any terns whatever; he added that nrorer terms are selected
by wisdom (I II 60 5 4m) and by wisdom he meant an accumulation
of insi-hts that stands to the universe as common sense stands
to the domain of the prrtic.]ar, incidental, relative,	 imarinable.

Let us now turn from anal -trticp rropositi ns to
analytic principles.

By an annlytic principle is meant an analytic
proposition of which the nertial terms are existential; further,
the partial terms of an analytic 71 -reposition are existential
if they occur in uheir dofined sense in jurl--ents of fact, such
as the concrete ju'ement of fact or the dsfiritively established
empirical generalization.

Further, since such analytic nrinciples are hard
to come by, te shell also speak of two mitire,ted cases.

The provisional analytic 71rinciple is an analytic
nronos_tion of which the terms are probr -hly 97C tential, that is,
they occur in probable empirical eoneralivations.
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The serial ana1tic principle is an analytic
proposition of which the terms are serially existential; what is
meant by the serf lly evis tentin.l, will be clarified in our next
section on mathematical iudr•ments.

It ma v= be rem'r'-ed that the analytic principle
also connotes in its terris not orr an existent e1 reT'er_ence but
also a basic, primitive character. I think this feature will be
found to follow from the de.^ _Lned requirements for, a.s we shall
proceed to ar^ue, a.nalyAc nriYcir^les lie "retty wall outs I r'.e the
reach of	 cor.^non sense and emp .ricl.l science.

whey lie outside the re^ch of common seas e because
analytic principles are univ rsa.1 and common sense re^ard.s the
particular. Common sense makes concrete ,jud.'-ments of fact Ind
it passes judrrment on the correctness of insir-hts into concrete
situations. But in nether crse toes it emrloy terms in the

V

sense cssir'ned them by ahsLract defini^ivns. As Socrates dis-
covered, the avera ae man does not r?e"ine; he is snspicious of
the search for definitions; and when that pursuit brines out
the inference that he loos not know whr t he is L. •lkifF ► abo.!.t,
he is r ther resentful.

rho .fact .:o>>ld seem to be that th.e structtme of
common sense r^ieaninr^s is much the ^ame as the struct , re of common
sense itself. where is a communal collaboration that yields a
habitual core of unders„andinp end, as well, a ran{.e of in
concerts and. link uistic terms in ordinary use. But just as the
common core of un' orstanchnr h - s to he ^d.ju^ted by comnlomentary
insights into the resent, concrete s_itua+-ion before js?^ment
occurs, so also common conce - is nd terms receive their ultimate
cornplerient of meaning; from th se comn1emen:;^r ins I hts.

"This is a dog." Tt M - t do ^ou moon by a Tdor l"?
The nuestion sur^oses that the term "dea" has a precise re aning
outside tale series of statemients in w rich it occurs. But in
fact what co'-es first is :he series of state Nents and what .cones
only ls'Ger, and then only if one roes in for analysis, is the
de -Gernli.n.ation of tno prec_Lse moan nr of she tingle, partial term.
►ghat the avera.po man means b- a "dog" is 1) what he wonid with
certainty pronounce ,o be a dog' in any concrete situation with
which he is familiar, 2) what he co 1d luarn to be to o.
and 3) h' t he would be w_i1_l in; to believe is a "dog." Hence
it is the:i: a dictionary is conatrsacted, not by the Socratic
art of defin.Ltion, but by the pedestrian_. incuct_.ve process of
listing; sentences in which the w::rd occurs in rood usage,

It may be ob,'ected. tha w one cannot make^a brick
rouse without f. rst ma.kinrc the bricks. But one is only a.r -̂uirig
from a false analogy if one claims that the mind dens lops in the
same fashion  as 1;ho wall of a house is built. Prior to concepts
there are insicuts. A sin^le ins. Mht is expressed only by uttering.
several concepts, They are uttered in conjunction, and reflection
pronounces whether the Ins i ht and so the conjunction is correct.
'i.'he isol^ti: n and definition of concepts is a subsequent procedure
and common sense does not undertake it.
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Because we have denied that common sense dim
re ache s analytic principles, it is not to be inferred that the
averse man has no principles. Analytic principles suppose
analysis; analysis supposes accetrate comcenteeli7atinn. But
Prior to analysis, to concepts, to jadernents, t'• ere are the
na ',Ave end.: , wment3s of intelli , 7once and reasonablenees and the
inherent styme ,.; -.res of coenitional process, These are the real
principles on which the rest depends. Moreover, all undersbandine
has its universal as -poet, for similars rnqe simil." -r-ly understood.
But it is ono thin7 to en. p7.foit this universal aspect in a profess-
ional manner; it is another to ex bait Lhe intellieibility, which
is hy itself universal, by adr.91!i_a, farther
until one comes to (Tins with concrete r-ituations. The latter
lime of development we have no'ned com_non sense so that, by
definition, common sense deals with the particular. Again,
-t -Le latter line of development is conspicuous in the svera7e
211111. But what else the veraee man knows and how he hao-s it,
are farther questions. As lass been relr7r17ed already, one cannot
tret evev ► -Ise -p4e-e.t-onee all issues at the S PIM time.

Next, analyticx principles lie outside the reach
of empirical science. it is true, of course, that every insieht
yields several concepts linked t •• ee tiler thro:' -'h the ine ieht ;
it also is true that the empirical scio:etist f - :rmulates definitions,
postulates, and inferences; but the 1:roetble is that the empirical
sc dentist laiov:s his ilf3i1711GS not as certainly correct but only
as probable. hence his defined. .:errns, in the sense they are
defined, are as much subject to revision as the probable Juetrenents
of fact th-•t contain them and. validate them.

Tileel--41.1.-1-s---re- e-4.'n.t.o-434-63,1e-t,441—bee-,' eisTh
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nt queh revision woul. follow only if o reopened the -* - - u ries
1:)at led to them. 1 9. . co ; w' --en one is r aline with othc mat' ers,
lach .:;revious resin s are unquestion
,n empirical science, only one iss-ne can be raised at a time
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Thus, consider the assertions: 1) 7/ter probably
is H20; 2) ehet I me-el be r-ter is He(); 3) this 7nter contains
impurities; 4) there are two kinds of water, heavy and ordinary.

The first is nn erreirical conclusion. The second
is a definition. The third is a concrete jud-ment of fact; its
moaning is that this samplo is eater in the sense of the empirical
conclusion bet it is not solely -Inter in the sense of the definition.
The fourth Introduces a ne'• basis of definleion bxs tent has its
ground in fr,sh exnerimeni,el work. Now both the initial definition
and the later definiuions 71 ,1d analytic propositines, namely,
that what does not satisfy certnln srecific-tions is not pure
water, or it is not Pere water of molecel-r	 ei-hteen,
or it is not pre heavy w ,, ter. Moreover, none ofz these are
merely analytic propositions; they are not !he sort of thing
that can he nrodnced at will an iniefinitely. On the other
hand, they are not strictly anal -etic nrinciples, for thou-h
their terms possess velidetinT jude.ments of fact, still those
judgments are sub:ect to revision end, indeed, the discovery of
heavy water has already forced such a revision.

Generally one mey say that the advance of empirical
science is an instance of the edlreice of tIle self-correcting
process of learning. But in this ie tnnce the previous insiehts
yield correlations, definiuions, nnd inferences. it is in terms
of such formulations that are framed the fartier questions that
will aamramt complement and modify the previous insi-hts by later
insights. In like manner the laeer ins iehts receive their
formulauion which is presnneosed by the further aneetions that
lead to n still fuller understandine. Now in this nrocess
the successive formulations have three distinct aspects. First,
they are the ex ression of insiehts that ernsp th.e intellieible
form of data; thus, they are probable empirical conclusions,
Secondly, they are the eresePeosition of the furt her questions
that lead to further insiehts; from this viewpoint they are
nrovisional analytic peinciples. Thi:dly, they are revised in
the light of the further insi -hts and so cease to be Probable
empirical conclusions end nrovislonnl analytic nrincinles to
pass into ehe limbo of the analytic nropositiens whose terms
have no eelltentinl reference,

The render interested in ferther illustrations
of this )rocess will find whlt - he reererons examples in Arthur
Papls The A Priori in Physical Theory, New York 1946.

0
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8. Mathematical Judrpent.

In mathematical thenr_tt one may rerdily discern
the difference between oeerntions on the level of intelli•ence
and o orations on the level of reflection.

The J.evcl of intelli -once is :•he level of discovery
ano invenu ion, of cntchinr on nn- leerninrr, of	 :spinr problems
and c,min• to err' sr their solutions, of seein- the point made in
each of nfie series of nnther -rtical stetements arc' then seeing
ho'i the successive noire os h nr torPther.

he level of re - lection is the comnlementar7
process of checking:,. One 1. -nriel1s6ards nnd non one .ishos to lalow
whether wh-t is understood in also correct. On- 1w1 rr-sped the
Point and one asl-s whether it is ri-ht. One has sP - n how the
successive stern hen- G,eether nnr' one i:, out to make sere that
whit han s torether is really cogent.

Now the process of checking; can he developed into
an elsb,rate technique. Wlent is checIced, becomes a whole denart-
mant of mathematics. Defirions nre wo , ked out. Postulates are
added. From the definitions and nostulrtes it is shown tent all
the conclusions of the .deturm aerartmont can he reached by the
rirorous procedure of ded'etIne inference.

But wi -int is the - orl of the chockine? Clearly,
it is to marshal the evidence in the shrne in which reflective
understanding can "'rasp the virmn?1- uncnnrlAoried and so rroand
rational judr --lent. In no far ns 11 ,e ehnold -17 reduces conclusions
to Premises, there is the virtu-11y enconr•itioned of the form of
deductive inference. in no far as the definf..tions and postulates
coalesce into a self-justif ,rina marling. there is the v.Ixtually
unconcL;ioeed of analytic pronosi:ions. Both of those t7-nes of
the virtually uneorditnle ed hrve olnend7 h‘oen considered and so,
for us, the nroblem of mnthenntics1 lednoent consists in doter..
mining wh. t else is 1100. 1irnd for such jud(- lent.

First of ell, sommthinr else is required. For if
the pnomises of mrthen-t.Lc-41 thoeolit nre rneTYtic p , opositions,
still not all ennlytic nroposItio - s are 11014 rathenaticel nremises.
Analytic - ronositions cnnlee produced nt .ill nnr'
But the promises of mathematical thoe-ht rre to be reeched only
throueh the liscoverles of qonins nn'' the 1° :nor of lenrninr what
r-enius has -rasped. Fu ther, it (-Ines hnTreen that abstruse reeions
of mathem-tics are occnsionn - ly	 o:It of theirAm....t and
airy re -I.ons to become the tools of empiricel hynotheses and theories
and to share wIth such formelnions the riXiX nrobable
reference th-t the'z nossess. But prior to P rrObible P":13tOrltiPa
refei.once there is a, D. ssi -ele enIste tinl reference; before a.

department of math ma ion can be nnpl.Led, it meat nossess
inherent, Possibility of be_mr	 Uhst, then, is that
inherent Possi . )i1_it7? And wl -Int is itscriterion?

hq m. e llla inF2*, what has been - a
-boy, 	SUCCrISive M	 s	 e reached

mnsmuch as :mbolic re ,esen .Gations of/ooerations	 thelp n Or

ieJd nrov,ide the 1:111Prre 'in whi.ch areve'raa -ed the )1es that e3v„ern
zid so Wine ooernt: s in the sulSezquent fi d. To3mb1 .71Z

ithe 'field are t e ma6erials n	 hick one ,erntes ,9r the
r(Dll'acts result'	 from o:era ,ons, where „niterinls find 	 cducts

not essen .ally differ	 since inv se ()Derr ions
ossible t• nite the ma , Ials as pr acts and onio products as
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Secoed17, then, we h-ve to undertal'e an e7aninotion
of mnthenntics to Oetereline vh-t t'-is further elesient pow44-0r1A.er
is and what its criteri.n is. Let ns sey, then, thet there is
a math.esiaticel series, th-t each term in the series is a deerrtment
of nrthemetice, t'Ist each dor' , tno ,- t censists 1) of roles eovernine
and so defining onsentions n•d 2) of onerntions ornceedine from
some terms to oel)ers nnd so rely tire* and defirisc: them. +44-40e-r -r
,	 7---w,€),,luneloaeasee-elt-sel-e-re”stererrie---cr,717-TI-c-Flirlee---43-rrrre44,57
th	 is, to he stated n.s a set of definitions, nostelntes, end
dedu - ions, Finally, ee shell preseppose thet there r)/19 other
formal entions, egeelly rieoro-s, simIler to m-the--tics, bet tn
fact not iziroshers of the mst,he , „icel series. Our prohTem t is
becomes tge\quention, How is one uo neeoensee some fornel' ntions
as mstheeetpelc3 snr1 others as rot m-themnticel?

\Two answers ere offered. The first will be named
peycholo;ical, 'fQr it is cast in terms of insi-hts am reflection.
The second rill }> nerved con_cent'1e1, for it ettem-ts to lay doen
relies that cherrcee the methefleticel series.

OThes ns- 7),' soloeicel answer runs as ;yellows.
In any me • her-- -eies1 derertmont, /terms are related

by opernAons, end onernt \ns nre r-. overned byereles; but the rules
are pre eNeresslon of closers of issielits, r4, 0. the el-sters of
inssehts stand in o. ps7rcholdssical series. there is a laborious
process nomed	 nil learen ria lleNtics." It,e8onsests in erndually
accinirin: the insi -hts chst are necessary' to understand mathematical
problems, to follow rrtheneticel,ereumeK s, to s7ork oet m- henntical
solutions. That nc uisitien of _Nsirtees involves a succession
of hieher vie :anoints. But each h_Nher vi---oint is related to
rreviosslower virsPoints. As wnS\c,re - ed in a previous.sectisn,) 
the STMbOliC re eeeentatior of oneretions ir the leer field

the new idea	 provides the im-ees in -hich intelliee,z1ce erases/the set ef
of/ rules eove nine oner-tions in the hiell	 field. Hence, thoeeh

the successive denertmente oft the m-theiseticel series fl"
discontinnoes from n loeic-1 stendno.Int l 'Co• ehey supeose
different definitions end pontelstes, Fitiiq the- •ere contineoes
from a psycholoe,icel viewroint, for oee '-eta 	 idea of the
laser in worlsine at the earlier. Stich ns7chsloeical continnity
defines the si-theesticel .series. It eettles thdch formalizations
are methwietic21 -Ind vh.ich are not.

:I 

on//	 Ho over, /5464 this resecholo icel solution, only
the eomnetent meube - leteelen can :Wee. 'Tent es ommen sense
j dcments nre t' -e provinee of men of common sense just as the

e

0	 Probability of anenriricel theory can be estimhte only by the
man frmili-r with th t lwanch of ire -Tip—, jest es	 e relies on
men of esserience, on e7 (arts. on s ecialiss in the r resnective
fields, so in deeerriirire whnt is math sseeics one has to aneoal
to the matheTaticinn. The eroends for this position a_e suite
e onersl. Other judgrents rIenend on jedrsients that set 	 which

"I1in iGS are correct. But which insiehLs ere correct ea be
0	 settled only hr the fnmilinrit7 end eoestery t'e,t stands . n limit

to the self-correcting recess in which "YeviOUS insights ive
rice to further onestions, an further enestio , s eiire rise t
connle7entine insi -hts. As in other fields, so too in mathem,tics
it is the men who has been throerh .,he self-coreectinp, process
of learning thst knows possesses the fsmilierit7 and intellectual
rn.aste ry on which jed-nent has to rest.
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No. 8:	 Mthomatical jur,uent	 Foot-note to P.32

Perhaps I shoull	 that the Ares-ant ques-

tion is not ared by defininr mathematics. Y: ere that the

issue, one coliU say, roughly, that logic deals viith such

relations as "and", "or", "if 	 then....", that mathe-

matics deals v;j.th relations of equiwlecice or coogruence

in individuals and sets, acid that there is amore cenertl

field, call it a mathesis, that deals with rules cornort

both to logic and mathema0cs.

Our question is reached by askinr whether this

or any other defiftition is correct. If there is no s;Inse in

which it is correct, then it does not serve to differentiate

mathe7latics from free concept'aalization. If there is atm sense

in 'which the definition. claims to be correct, then it holds

e=i et soli. Eo there is broui;ht to liOtt a series of

prior judi;ments in ;ithieh, correctly, certain iastices are

asserted to be instances of m :hematics. ,loreover, this series

supposes anoti .,r series of still earlier judgments. For if

anyone can i i cori.eet in at3serting that P, g o li t ... are in-

stances of riatil:latics, th-2n there "ere correct julmants

made by mathematicians in vam..ing out and accepting P, Q s

110 ..... as mathematical. It is this series of still earlier

judgments that is our pres,mt concern.

In other words, there are correct mathematical

judgments, there are correct scientific judgments, and the

name, correct, has not the sane meaning in the two cases.

that is the mathematical meaning? that is mathematical

existence?
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others and co relatinc and defining them. Further, we may

presup ose each de;artment of matheuatics to "oe for 	 that
in

is, to be stated set a set of definitions, postulates, and deductions.

Finally, we shall presupose that there are other formalizations,

equally ri orous, equally elegant, but in fact not members of

the mathem.atical scTios. Our ITirolem thus I- ?com9s the	 tion,

o our ,.nalysis of knowledr

In the lig.ht of our general analysis of knowledge, how is one to

recognize some formaliaations as mathematical and others as

not mathematical?

Our answer contains three elements, and it will

be convenient to refer to them respectively as the material

element, the formal element, and the actual element.

The material element is what we have named the

empirical residue. There are aspect6 of data from which under-

standing always abstracts. Such have been seen to be the

individual, the continuum, particular _:laces and times, and

the non-systematic divergence of actual ftequency from probable

expectations.

.6-p-&errtlYgnz-IN.A----61.	 e ed

1-

0
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The formal element may be designated by abstraction

as enriching. It has been seen that insight goes beyond images

and data by ad - ing intelligible unities and correlations and

frequencies, which, indeed, contain a r ference to LA - Les or

data but, none the less, add a component to knowledce that

does not exist actually on the level of sense or imagination.

Finally, the actual element lies in the conjunction

of the material and the formal elements.

From the viewpoint of the mathematician, this

conjunction commonly is viewed as dynanic. There is a laborious

process ce-14.1t1e1-111% named Il learnnc:neth ,,,.aatics." It consists

in gradually acnuil'in, the insijats that are necessary to

understand math°, ,atical problems, to follow mathematical

arguments, to work out ilathelatical solutions. This acquisition

occurs in a succession of hicher viewpoints. One department

of math-uatics follows upon another. Lo:ically, they are

discontinuous, for each has its own defjzitions, postul'tes,

and inf;rences. But intellectually they are continuous,

inasmuch as tlp symbolic representation of operations in the

lower field provides the	 es in which intelli:ence grasps

the idea of the now rules tliat govern operations in the

field.

However, this expansion of intelliEence does

not seem to be completely free. Not only is there the link

between hither viewpoints and preceding lower viewpoints, but

also there is a bias from the particular to the general, from

the part to the totality, from the approximate to the ideal.

If there exist concrete instances of one, two, three, the

mathematician explores the totality of positive integers, of

real n numbers, of complex numbers, of order° d sets. 	 If

0
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there exist edges and surfaces, the mathematician worhs out not

merely one ecoulsoty Geometry but the total series of possible

Geometries. If there are various fields in Vhich it seems
sets out to explore

mathematics may be aelied, the mathometieian the whole regions

k:ain, besides its preference for the General,

the complete, the ideal, the development of mathematical thought

also seems restricted by Its material element. By this I do not

moan that the mathematician is confined to individuals that

exist, to continua that exist, to places and times that exist,

to non-systematic dive cences that occur, or to any other actual

elements in the empirical residue that me,y be discovered through

the introduction of now techniques of abstract ion. For it is

quite clear that mathematical thouGht in its psrsuit of the

General and com -ncto and ideal reveals a srofeund unconcern for

the existent. Still it does seem to be true that the empirical

residue does supply mathematics with samples of the type of stuff

on which mathematical ideas confer intellieibility and order.

For unless the - liathcatici2n is investlAtiq 	 .:pare Latalli-

L;11)11itis L1:?,t Acmiu.as i7=tified with ancols, 1:171-%e must be

some :3. 16110 . atical urtter; and since there are othc.r sciences

that (fl_al . wYcla data as of detorininate hinds, there retains for

the mathematician the empirical residue of all data.
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If we have succeeded in characterizine the

material and formal elements of mathematics, there remains

the ouestion of the sicnificence of their conjunction. Briefly,

this may be indicated by recalling tha t we found the heuristic

structures of empirical aethod to operate in a sciesors-like

fashion, Not only is there a lower blade that rises from data

through measurements and curve-fi'tinc to foriu2ae, but also

there is an upper blade that moves downmard frcu differential

4140NAPAY and o)erator equations and from posu71.ates of invariance

and ecuivalence. Kooeover, it is no secret thet/ L4g upper

blade owes its4446q its effectiveness to the lebors of mathematicians.

But what is the =roesibility of that upoor blade?

To rasp the answer to that question, two comple-

mentary tendencies have to be envieaged at once. On the one

hand, there is the moveeeat fra of empirical science from

description to explanation, from ororer domains of data to

systems of laws that implicitly defiele the teras they relate;

and at the end of this move cant there is the ideal coal that

is attained when all aspects of data, except the empirical

residue, will have their	 counterpart in oxp

systems of explanatory conjuiates and id eal frequencies.

On the other hand, there is the movement of mathaaatical

thoucht i.1 at ')ecins from the empirical resiaze and endeavors

to explore the totality of manners in which enriching abstraction

can confer intellicibility upon any materials that resemble the

empirical recidue. Cl early, these two movelents are comple-

mentary. For the -Iath=tician begins from the empirical

residue with which the empirical scientist would end; and if

the Isys - 	mathematical exploration of intellizible systems'     

0
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is thorouch, then it is bound to include the systems of explana-

tory conjucates that the empirical sciences will verify in

their cos cti7e domains.

tiaat may be constructed by 'defi iin "1.01MS as one T.) -ases and/

buy combininu, terms into sentences - in accordw4.,,a waaueye
,--

other hal U'thoush
,',

1 (6homatics- differs fram the prewl -Sional al ,tic 'erinciple.

f th- eeeeirical4lcieecos	 ca

•

Let us now revert to our distinction between outricht

analytic principles, provisional analytic principles, and

serially analytic rinciples. All are oaF analytic propositions,

i.e., im'ances of the virtually unconditioned in which the

conditioned is linked to its conditions by syntactical rules

and the conrlitions are fulfilled by 	 rms. None are

analytic proeositions that are obtained by de7isinG

any definitions or syntactical rules that one pleases. For

the terms and rel ations of outrinht analytic principles

occur, in their defined sense, in certain judgments of fact.

The terms and relations of provisional analytic Principles

occur, in their de tined sense, in p:eobabl- jude;a:nts of fact.

Finally, the terms and relations of serially analytic principles

sxima around the deductive ox -ansions that explore completely,

Gotlerafly, and ideally,	 ran co of fields to which

outricht and provisional analytic principles eive access in

a particular, fragqentary, or approximate manner.

yntctical rules one pleas-8. On th./
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Next, it seems possible to identify the basic

propositions of metheiatics with serie'ly analytic principles.

For there is a material element in methematical thoucht, and

dL/dLiTNefl..e1W

it bears some, similarity to the empirical residue in the data

of the empirical sciences. Again, there is a formal element

in mathematical tlioucht, and it tends towards a General, complete,

and ideal account of the manners in which enrichin abstraction

can add intel]icibility and order to the p.e:,erial element.

But the empirical sciences are	 in search of the

interic,Ibility and order that, :Then coeibined with the empirical

residue in AU the data of the'.r several domains, will provide

a complete and definitive e;:planation of those data. It follows

t'lat the mathe Latician is concerned to establish nenerally,

completely, and ideally, the range of possible systems that
verifiable

include pftetAAN scYentific systems as particular, fracAentary,

or appro:zimeto cases.

Thirdly, if the basic propositions of mathematics

are serially analytic principles, then we have the answer to

our principal euestion that ached the difference between free

formalizations and math - matical formalizations.

Fourthly, there readily follows an account of

the 1;ossibility of isomorphism between methemetical relations

and the relations of the empirical sciences. Both sets of

relations are products of enrichine abstraction, and both

possess a relevance to the elepielcal residue in data.

C.= 1.
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Finally, it seems appropriate to add a note

on the differences between the freeeeoing account of the field

of mathematics and current views. Commonly, it would be agreed

that mathematics is based on =e analytic propositions, and

it would be explained that, apart from merely arbitrary

definitions and syntactical rules, one can distinguish logic,

which deals with such relations as "and," "or," "if..., then...,"

mathematics which deals with relations of equivalence or con-

gruence in individuals and sets, and a more general subject,

call it mathesis, which deals with rules cometon to logic and

to mathematics.

The principal difference in our approach is that

it goes behind concepts and affirmations to the grounding acts

of direct and reflective understanding. From this feature there

follows its dynamic character, for it contains an invitation to

its ti mathematicians to explore the possibility of setting up

the series of deductive expansions that would do as much for

other empirical sciencies as has been done for physics. On the

other hand, while we have emphasized a relation between mathematics

and empirical science, it must be insisted that we have not done

so by restrictingth materially the field of mathee.atics. The

mathematician remains free to take as his materials anything

that resembles the empirical residue. He is free to make 9W6my.

discover further additions to the residue that, at present, is

known. He is free to explore with full generality, completeness,

and ideality, the enrichments that the exercise of human

intellience can add. Yet his creations will remain serially

existential, for they will exhibit the series of systems to

1;i141ah some of which the empirical scientist will be able to

say "Yes."
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mere
seecificlly by the/nee - tion o/ known nethenaticel prc'enerties.
For suclyneentien does not imply that there is some reference,
however/tortuous, to the eeinteneial. However, thisop7osition
in Pri6cinle does not deny 1) -bleat such. olencts can/ he explored
loeieAlly or 2) thet such loeien1 exrloretlon r,1*

 .be a useful
corn ement to e theenticei theuneit. Oenostion i,rl prtreinle
in t

he contention that such epeendaeos are mere eneenriaees,
th t mnthemetics in the full sense is something distinct.

9.	 Summ.n.r77 4,

Prospective jede-ents ire nrorositions 1) that
Pre the content of an act of denceivine, thinkiee, definZne,
considerine, or surrosine, 9) that are seblected to the quertion
for reflection, to the criticel attitude of intellieence, and
3) that thereby Pre const_teted as the conde.ioned.

There is sufficient evidence for a rr ospective
judrmont when it may be 'Traened by reflective we'erstnnding as
virtually unconditioned. Hence sefficient eviderce involves
1) a link of he conditioned to Its conditiees rend 2) the
fulfilment of the con(litieas. These two eleeents nee sun-lied
in dif'erone menners in clirforent cases.

In formal Inference the link is nrovi3ed by the
hypothetical promise, If the pntecednnt, then the consoeuent.
The fulfilment in ;he minor n emise.

In ledeloent on the correctness of insints, the
link is th.t the insight is correct if there are no fertheT,
pertinent questions, andic the fulfil-ent lies in the self-
correcting erocess of loarnin7 renchiee its limit in familiarity
and mrstery.

In judements of fact the link is the correct
insieht or set of ineiehts and: the fulfilment lies in nresent
and/or remembered data.

In eon-rnli-ntions the link is the coeritionel
law that similnrs are similnrly enderstood and the felfilment
lies in such similarity -v further, n rtirent Questions no
more	 ise in the -onerel c ese than in the cor ,'ectly understood
pnItceler case.

In probable .Inrleeents the link is chat insi -hts
are co :-rect when there see no ferther nertinent questions and
the fulfilment is some annroxi•ntioe of , the self-corencting
nrocess of 7enrnin7 to its limit of fnmlii-rity and mastery.

In aneletic prononeti)ns the link lies in rules
of mennne that leenerete rropos tines o•t of norteal terns of
meanine and fulfilment is seprlied by the mennines or definitions
of the to

kaelytic proeositions become analytic Principles
when eleir terms , re exi tential: and, terms are existential when
they occur in defini,i-e, factual laelem:nts.

Provisional nnelvtie pr. ieeinles Pre an - lytio
n,onositions whose terms '1

Ser.eal preletic erireinles are nnelytic propositions
whose terms pertain to series some of wh eh in some fashion,
formally or virtually, accer ely or pperoeinetely, eenerally
or in some particulnr cases, are existential.
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